
COVER_LETTER – Jake Thomas Shaw

My name is Jake Thomas Shaw, and I have been published in 
Puyallup High School's Viking Voyager literary publication, in the 
first through third editions' as well as in my own chapbooks titled 
Radio Reality City. I also run a website 
(radiorealitycity.wordpress.com) where I post a poem once a day to 
add to the growing archive of my short stories, poems, and other 
written content. I have also been published in Pierce College's 
Student Literary and Arts Magazine (SLAM), with Virgo Olympus 
showcasing my ability in the 2016 edition. 

I trend towards rhymes and abstract thoughts, most of the time. 
At least, I could say in the past that was certainly something I was 
all about. Nowadays, I like to keep a healthy mix between the two at 
the very least. I'm having a difficult time showing and not telling, 
because I've found that showing takes a lot more time to develop. I 
used to shortcut it, but especially seen in Zero Discord, I've gotten
a lot better at showing even within the week. As subjects, I like to 
focus on things one can't see. This is usually in the form of 
something I've imagined, or an inside joke, and then I tear off about
that further than normal. 

But if I were going to take one of my poems and say, that's what
I trend towards, I would hold up Jolokia Simulair. I won't show it 
just yet, but it is more abstract than most things. Essentially, what
I've done is take a load of concrete images and ran abstract streets 
and wires from one to the next. It's how my mind works.

So as a writer, I'm esoteric, I'm interpretative, and highly 
mixed when it comes to abstract and concrete. I also have no favorite
poem I've ever written. They all hold up.
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Havoc

I observe the forest laid out
Before me

Frozen over

After hours
Or maybe days
Of constant trekking
Across desolate terrain

Tracking

Footsteps in the snow
Through bitter brambles

Over iced rivers
Leading me to here

A moment

Little clouds around ankles
In old handmade boots

Rifle drawn
Hand-laid stock notched
Scope sighted
Cheek beside the slide

Snow floats around my drawn hood
Eying through the spindly wood
A copse of thin dead trunks

My quarry
Timid and alert
Unaware of its pursuer

I follow from a slope above
Cold fabric numbs my legs

Arm flexed and arm extended
Poised and breaths slow

My aiming eye widens
Bloodshot
Eyelashes stiff

Pupil awakens to compensate
And dialates to absorb
A contrasted background

Searching for the shadow
Out of place
Or the color that shouldn't be
Between heartbeats

Drowning out
All the white noise
Dulling evergreens
And needless sound

Iris twitches

Hand and trigger finger
Tighten

Goosebumps rise
Rogue tingles 
Course up my spine

A moment
Focused

Narrow on the sight

Deciding now

A moment early to pull the trigger
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Anaphylaxis

Bundles of smoke creep
Like incense hives of
Overbearing exhaust smolder

Sticky as honey

Clinging to the rust
On armor and rivets
Stabbed by stingers

Lead identity to expire

When velocity dies
In fleshy metal divots
While bombs and bullets

Swarm like bees

No gas mask or hole is
Epinephrine enough
In trench gutter swamps

Golden fog of mustard nears

Sopwiths groan from above
And their payloads whistle
Carrying chemical misery

Which loves company

A zeppelin is queen
Protected by fifty caliber
Bold-chambered workers

Firing from the mouth

From air-cooled barrels
And flak spitting muzzles
To grind into ground

Peppering the land apart

A swarm the descending storm
War thunder booms and
Deafens the bees

Who pollinate flowers

In foxholes dug out
And pockmarks of
Muddy entry wounds

Of shell shock and awe

With every hellish buzz
Through a helmet two
Doomed workers die

Transplanted and pollinated

Beneath dirtied brass
Casings lead stung bodies
By only two in a storm

Of thousands of brass bees
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Not a Knight in Shining Armor

I still had your photos
On my wall and chestplate.

For some reason I hadn't burned them
Until just yesterday.

So many bonfires past.
I won't forget some of those ashes.

All hooks in the muscles
Moving my mind through punji spikes,

Trapping the trail I would've walked
With hazards to my greaves.

No air to my greviances 
Of things so chagrined.

How sweet is this wilderness
One not in steel, full fleshed

From the photos. I can see
My stead from your bay window,

Turning only to be locked
In ethereal shackles,

One of many inmates
Long forsaken.

Your then surface tension
Is a fallacy now clear.

It's unfortunate I speak mere,
To find out what I think here

All splashed in red ink,
Passionately crosshatched.

When I had to cross out 
Your eyes, because you couldn't see

How there I was, and how adorned manors were.
It took a couple months to see how little you cared.

All at the expense of a knight in worn armor,
Me standing with my sword in reluctant 'honor'.

Not letting saddles go, you said the world hadn't 
seen
The fervor you declared you felt for me.

Tears fell through my visor as a consequence
Of fluttering wings you let get the best of

Someone I was valiantly shielding
And thought was worth protecting.

All along you said, I was the one who picked you.
All along you said, it was this life you wanted.

Come to find that I was all but lied to
By someone who feared being crossed out.

I was just another sellsword in
That ever spiraling life of yours.

Now all of the photos of memories naught
The wallpaper in my manor once with you fraught

Are scribbled in red, but that, you can't see,
Because you're still blind and long dead is me.
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We Is Us

We is us no matter what.
Zero fuss "and stuff".
Somewhere, the mountain
For us to climb

Some parts yin, and
We is us no matter what.
In the morning under,
Somewhere, the mountain,

Just a thought of
Some parts yang, and
Some of lust.
In the morning under

A pleasant dawn,
Just a thought of
Some mountain peak.
Sum of lust

For the rock and
A pleasant dawn
With clean greens,
Some mountain peak:

A love of changing shadows
For the rock and
Summit white-capped
With clean greens

Painted on the granite.
A love of changing shadows,
We've always got the mountaintop.
Summit white-capped.

We is us no matter what,
Painted on the granite.
Somewhere, the mountain.
We've always got the mountaintop.
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Rosy White Alcove

Sitting street level on an ottoman
Inside a bay window
Looking out of 
Rose stained glass,

We're looking at the people
On the sidewalks
In between the walls
Of our tea mugs.

We're looking out of
Cold bay window panes
With droplets
Of cloud fodder
Playing on its surface.

You've got your legs up
Wearing skinny jeans
And I'm rubbing your
Feet through fuzzy socks.

I can hear
A quiet TV in the background 
Playing a festive movie 
We're facing away from.

An unlit fireplace
Is below a redwood cabinet
Filled with more DVDs.

Between the cars street level
Splashing gutters with water
And rain sliding down
The smooth bay window,

We see and talk about
Rosy people walking street level,

Innocently
Mesmerised.



Self-Breakdown on the Poetic Arts by Jake Thomas Shaw

I've been seriously writing for just over 5 years, and writing 
poetry for 2 and a half years, and in that time I've learned a 
helluva lot. Not enough, it seems, because no one thing I write is 
something I'm entirely happy with after a week or 2. Like most 
creators, I nearly dislike everything I've written after a month has 
passed since making it.

Honestly, I'm not a great detective at figuring myself out. 
That's why I write. When I started writing poetry in the fall of 
2014, it wasn't because of a need to share art, it was because I 
needed a way to more properly bottle my angst. That angst first took 
the form of notes to myself, but after I found out that hitting the 
'return' key on a computer made a line break, I started to evolve it.
I had written poetry before for girls when I was in middle school, 
because I thought that was how you properly got a girlfriend, and you
know what? That has pretty much worked out by this point. Lookin' at 
you, Bladed Pens.

Anyways, after the advent of Virgo Olympus (cranked out on a 
bedroom floor in Olympia), I took poetry much more seriously. I was 
writing all the time. Anything that came to mind found its way onto 
paper. Some good ideas, some bad ones, some not so well executed on, 
and some that I'll never touch because they're perfect in my eyes for
one reason or another.

Taking a formal poetry class, I've learned more about control 
and other ways to bring about the feelings I intend with my art. 
Sometimes alliteration is called for. Sometimes a rhyme definitely 
isn't. That kind of thing. More attention to detail and some more 
tools.

What do I need to improve on? Everything, obviously. No one is 
perfect, but I'm allowed to have whatever dosage of humility I want 
on any given day. So what do I need to improve on? Ask me tomorrow.



Breakdown of The Five Poems by Jake Thomas Shaw

This is Jake Thomas Shaw of Radio Reality City and 90.9 
Publishing, saying hello from Somewhere Else. I have here five poems 
I've been workshopping this Spring of 2016 in my Poetry class. 
Creative Writing III, English 238 is its name. 

The poems by name I have to breakdown and talk meta about are 
called by the following titles: “Havoc”, “Anaphylaxis”, “Not a Knight
in Shining Armor”, “We Is Us”, and “Rosy White Alcove”.

We will begin by discussing Havoc. Havoc was borne of a very 
specific and meaning to be vague image of an assassin stalking 
someone on the run in the woods. The inspiration was from the thought
of a military or paramilitary sniper and the trials and travails some
snipers go through in order to confirm a kill. Specifically, snipers 
on both forces of the war were very infamously ruthless and tongue-
in-cheek with how they dealt with each other. There were bounties on 
one another, and they told stories of what they went through among 
friends. A lot of stuff begging for a Tarantino film to be made of.

As for the content, in my personal interpretation (not the right
one, persay), this poem is about a sniper hunting down a man. I've 
heard some people have interpretations more about hunting a deer or 
an elk or something. I strategically replaced words with others that 
were more pertaining to people being involved. Subtle things like 
“tracks” in the fourth stanza being replaced to “footsteps” were 
altered to make it more clear, still leaving it up to interpretation.
As for revisions, there weren't many things added or subtracted. A 
few key phrases around the moment before the trigger is pulled. Some 
cleaning up of the language around “old handmade boots” and other 
basic screw tightenings were in order, and I moved in on those.

Anaphylaxis was the no-brainer choice to include in my 
portfolio. It saw the most editing outside of “Zero Discord”. 
Anaphylaxis was originally titled “Brass Bees” when I had an entirely
unoriginal title for it, and was instead taking words from the poem 
itself. This poem starting with an analogy of brass shell casings to 
bees and how, after they've stung, they die. It was a poem about the 
short life of a bullet and what it does. In talking about warfare, I 
tend to talk about World War 1 as well, and the theme of line 
segments in the order of 1, 3, 1, 3, 1, 3, and so on. To my mind, 
this poem goes in sequence with two others I've written, those being 
“Kickback” and “Splatter Masquerade”. 

The revision process for this one was intense. A lot of words 
were swapped around and still sort of need swapping around. The 
biggest overhauls were to change around the place where a few direct 
analogies appeared and how a few words were placed. “A zeppelin is 
queen” was one of the more notable examples of this. The “misery 
which loves company” part was criticized for how it was cliché, and I
am still in the process of finding a better replacement for it. The 



reason it isn't getting axed entirely is because it holds a lot of 
meaning in the fourth-to-last stanza. “Two” doomed workers die 
instead of just one. Shooting someone, stinging someone, doesn't just
kill one person. It also kills metaphorically.

Third up is “Not a Knight in Shining Armor”. This poem has an 
incredible amount of meaning to me, as it was written in a time of 
anger. The original draft of this is a little more flippant and more 
focusing on the modern side of the story, for this poem is from me to
an ex-girlfriend, and the title is a direct quote from her to me. So 
the poem was written in a kind of ire of my realizing how funny that 
ended up being true. 

In editing the draft, I found myself replacing the more modern 
bits ever so slightly. “Manor” is new. There are so many scribbles on
the original copy that it's difficult to decipher what I actually 
edited. Some of the fluff is taken out, like “Of what I thought of 
then...” has been completely removed. Overall, I do like it more than
the draft. It could use a bit more touching up because some of the 
analogies seem a little stark to me. I'm afraid of overwriting the 
original meaning, and I haven't touched it since the second workshop 
round. I'm happy with its overall meaning, but some of the finer fine
details aren't as powerful to me anymore.

“We Is Us” made me visibly happy to edit. I started with a 
pantoum form, and began to play around with it more as I excised 
lines and took words out and replaced lines. My girlfriend and I 
enjoy this idea of being “...us no matter what”. In any situation we 
can have the same sort of banter and attitude and interaction. I had 
wanted to make a poem about it for awhile, and when I found out about
the pantoum form of poetry it made sense to use the sense of 
continuity it poses in a poem about “we” being “us” no matter what. 
The initial draft took roughly an hour to pin down, and the edits 
post-workshop took another thirty minutes at least to change a few 
lines and words while maintaining the integrity of the meaning and 
keeping true to the form. Not that I rigidly set myself up for such a
thing, but I enjoyed the form enough to only alter it in minor 
occasions such as the “yin” and “yang” lines. 

I made a few line changes to reflect on the critique that I 
should describe the mountain a little more if in fact it had a 
central role. Which it did, so I took on the idea of describing the 
mountain in an Eastern-philosophical light. The idea of change and 
shadow in a poem praising the ease of communication in my 
relationship started to make more sense to me, and I enjoyed it a lot
more. I don't think it'd hurt to extend the poem a little, but I 
don't think doing that at present would severely add to its meaning 
and make it any more concise than it is now.

“Rosy White Alcove” was written yesterday and ironed out over 
the course of workshops because I'm including it as my technical 



tenth poem to have been brought into workshops. Part of the reason I 
wanted to include it is because it was very impromptu, written 
initially with assistance from speech-to-text while I was driving, 
and is written with a home-y, contemplative air of innocence. This 
poem was also untitled and unfinished until about an hour ago, when I
applied everything in workshops and put on the edits. Everything 
should be fresh in my mind that I changed, so here we go.

I took out the lines referencing “up and on” and completely took
out one of the last three stanzas. I shuffled around some of the 
other stanzas in that set as well, but I kept them as intact as 
possible because they assist the feeling of warmth and comfort I'm 
attempting to convey in writing this poem. Apart from the last three 
stanzas, there was only some muddling left to clear up. And after 
that was done, I added grammatical marks to the piece to make more 
transparent the rhythm. 


